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Abstract 

Smart farming technologies (SFT) apply agrochemicals in a plant-specific manner which 

increases feasibility and sustainability of modern farming. However, diffusion lags behind the 

politically and societally desired levels leaving substantial environmental potential 

unexploited. Moreover, research on agricultural technology adoption is in imbalance favoring 

observable farmer and farm-level characteristics over behavioral determinants. In light of 

increasing political ambitions to foster voluntary uptake towards sustainable intensification, a 

holistic understanding of drivers including adopters’ attitudes and norms is critically needed. 

In the present study, an extended Theory of Planned Behavior is applied to assess German 

farmers’ intention to adopt spot spraying, a smart weeding technology. While the additional 

constructs personal innovativeness and moral norms are found to be positive statistically 

significant antecedents of the attitude towards spot spraying and intention, pro-environmental 

attitude was found insignificant. Multi-group analysis revealed that farmers with prior SFT 

experience are slightly younger, better educated and have heightened moral norms and 

perceived behavioral control regarding adoption intention while unexperienced farmers show 

a doubled effect of subjective norms on intention. Findings highlight the importance to 

facilitate and increase access to comprehensive information sources next to channels for 

innovative farmers to spread and exchange experiences with SFT highlighting both their 

economic and environmental potential. 

Keywords: Sustainable intensification, partial least squares structural equation modelling, 

multigroup analysis, voluntary technology uptake 
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Introduction 

In order to meet the rising global food demand (von Braun et al., 2021), strategies in modern agriculture 

to raise production primarily relied on intensified cultivation of cropland via, e.g., increased use of 

pesticides and fertilizers associated with biodiversity declines and threats to ecosystem stability 

(Newbold et al., 2015). However, sustainable intensification, i.e., context-specific and potentially 

disruptive agricultural system adaptations (Pretty et al., 2018), may mitigate the environmental impacts 

while allowing for continued food productivity increases (Garnett et al., 2013). Agricultural policy in 

the developed world has recognized the potential harmful effects of excessive agrochemicals 

application to human and environmental health. Against this backdrop, the European Union’s Farm to 

Fork strategy, a multi-annual agenda towards more resilient, sustainable, safe and accessible food 

production, set out to lower the use of pesticides by 50% in all member states until 2030 (European 

Union, 2020).  

Technological innovations in general (Springmann et al., 2018) and smart farming technologies (SFT) 

in particular are considered key elements to enable the shift towards more eco-efficient ways of farming 

(Finger et al., 2019; Rübcke von Veltheim & Heise, 2021; Walter et al., 2017). SFT can adapt field 

operations, formerly uniformly conducted for the whole field, to individual plants introducing several 

advantages throughout the production process. Precision chemicals application reduces runoff into the 

environment (Aubert et al., 2012; Wolfert et al., 2017), is associated with lower agricultural greenhouse 

gas emissions (Balafoutis et al., 2017) and with growing maturity, SFT may even be economically 

beneficial for farmers due to savings in fuel, chemical and manual labor inputs (Balafoutis et al., 2017; 

Lowenberg-DeBoer et al., 2020; Weersink et al., 2018). Nevertheless, at present low adoption rates 

among farmers are observed (Aubert et al., 2012; Barnes et al., 2019a; Paustian & Theuvsen, 2017) 

suggesting a relevant, yet untapped, environmental potential. Clearly, technology producers next to 

agricultural and environmental policy makers require strategies to promote the use of SFT, support 

farmers to work in integrity with the environment and, eventually, enhance the diffusion of sustainable 

technologies at scale. However, the design and implementation of effective policies necessitate a 

holistic understanding of the underlying dynamics concerning farmers’ attitudes and adoption motives 

regarding SFT. 

This study takes a behavioral perspective to investigate the adoption intention of spot spraying, a sensor-

based smart weeding technology (SWT) for precision herbicide application in crop farming. The key 

objectives of the paper are (1) to derive and test an extension of the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

(Ajzen, 1991) using multi-group structural equation modelling and (2) to gain a better understanding of 

the drivers of German farmers’ intentions to adopt SWT and the sources of farmers’ preference 

heterogeneity. 
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A notable body of research is available on the adoption determinants of digital farming technologies 

with a focus on observable farmer and farm-level characteristics, i.e., sociodemographic and structural 

aspects such as age, gender, education level, farm size or biophysical parameters (e.g. Barnes et al., 

2019a; Groher et al., 2020; Michels, Fecke et al., 2020; Paustian & Theuvsen, 2017; Tamirat et al., 

2017). Results vary depending on study design and context, sampling and estimation strategy, focal 

technology (group) etc. Similarly, review studies aiming to find systematic patterns among commonly 

used determinants of sustainable farming practices and technology adoption (e.g. Oca Munguia & 

Llewellyn, 2020; Pathak et al., 2019; Pierpaoli et al., 2013; Tey & Brindal, 2012) yield inconclusive 

results, thereby consolidating the presumption of a heterogenous topography of adoption determinants. 

Next to a lack of unambiguity, the literature on technology adoption has been criticized for 

underrepresenting behavioral and normative factors associated with adoption of eco-friendly farming 

technologies (Dessart et al., 2019). However, in light of rising complexity of novel artificially intelligent 

(AI) farming technology (Sparrow & Howard, 2021) and considering (potential) users’ statements 

regarding difficulties associated with SFT adoption (e.g. Mohr & Kühl, 2021; Reichardt et al., 2009), 

emphasizing behavioral constructs in the analysis of SFT uptake appears advisable. 

This seems all the more warranted when considering that SFT bring about inherently unobservable 

features. Becoming aware, evaluating and deciding (not) to adopt SFTs are processes unlikely to be 

purely based on rational thinking. Therefore, scrutinizing farmers’ intrinsic motives can enable 

agricultural extension services, researchers and policy makers alike to develop enabling strategies 

tailored to the requirements of designated farmer groups. Several contributions based the assessment of 

(intended) adoption and acceptance on behavioral theories. Using the Reasoned Action Approach, 

Hüttel et al. (2020) find that for famers’ intention to use a precision nitrogen application technology the 

effect of perceived norms, especially exerted by experienced colleagues, was the single most important 

determinant of farmers’ innovation intention. By contrast, in a study on the acceptance of AI in 

agriculture (Mohr & Kühl, 2021), the Theory of Planned Behavior and the Technology Acceptance 

Model were combined to find that farmers personal attitude and perceived behavioral control were most 

relevant in explaining acceptance with subjective norms being irrelevant. For the case of smart phone 

app use for farming purposes, Michels, Fecke et al. (2020) adapted the Unified Theory of Acceptance 

and Use of Technology and found that two attitudinal constructs, effort and performance expectancy 

next to subjective norms were most relevant in explaining behavioral intention. By comparison, Aubert 

et al. (2012) combined the Technology Acceptance Model with the Diffusion of Innovations theory to 

simultaneously assess the role of behavioral aspects and technology attributes for the adoption of a host 

of precision agriculture tools. Next to the ease of use, perceived usefulness and self-rated 

innovativeness, they found perceived resources (cf. perceived behavioral control in the TPB) to be 

important adoption determinants. Lastly, an extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology, applied in Beza et al. (2018) to study the use intentions of SMS services for farming data 
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collection, identified that expected effort, performance and profitability, next to farmers’ trust in the 

service were significant positive determinants of behavioral intention. 

This overview shows that over the last decade a stream of literature has emerged investigating factors 

driving farmers’ adoption decision using extended behavioral theories. So far, no study has applied such 

a framework to investigate the adoption of spot spraying and while attitudinal measures frequently 

addressed the (expected) relative economic and performance advantage of digital farming technologies, 

the environmental potential and associated attitudes were usually subsumed under larger thematic 

constructs (Hüttel et al., 2020; Mohr & Kühl, 2021) or not mentioned at all. Since the European Union’s 

Common Agricultural Policy increasingly emphasizes voluntary uptake of sustainable practices and 

technologies (European Commission, 2019), characterizing farmers based on underlying behavioral 

dynamics pertaining to eco-friendly features of farming innovations gains importance (Thomas et al., 

2019). This may enable designing a more diversified policy landscape of financial incentives and 

regulatory measures coupled with voluntary schemes that account for the heterogeneity among farmers. 

While this may not only spur the uptake of eco-friendly technologies, it may be a more cost-efficient 

way to foster sustainable intensification in modern farming (Dessart et al., 2019). 

The present paper addresses this debate by looking at behavioral adoption intention determinants of 

spot spraying, a novel weeding technology with a low level of diffusion and awareness among farmers 

but significant environmental potential. In the baseline model, sufficient in-sample and out-of-sample 

explanatory power is found, i.e., adoption intention is predicted with adequate precision for the present 

sample. Subsequently, the model is extended by three behavioral constructs as potential antecedents of 

the attitude towards spot spraying. Personal innovativeness and moral norms are highly significant, 

positive determinants of the attitude towards spot spraying, while pro-environmental attitude is found 

statistically insignificant. Moreover, moral norms have a significant positive effect on adoption 

intention mediated by the attitude towards spot spraying. A multi-group analysis shows that for those 

farmers with prior knowledge and experience with SFT perceived behavioral control and moral norms 

have a stronger impact on adoption intention, while the effect of subjective norms on adoption for this 

group compared to farmers without prior knowledge and experience is much smaller. Analyzing the 

two groups in detail reveals that the former is, on average, slightly younger and less experienced, has a 

higher level of education and a higher share of farmers organized in a corporate farming business, i.e., 

non-family farms.  

Results of this study have implications for future research and policy alike. Besides confirming the 

suitability of the TPB to assess spot spraying adoption intentions, findings highlight the importance of 

subjective and moral norms for the adoption intention and attitude towards spot spraying, respectively. 

Supporting the exchange of information and experiences next to emphasizing the environmental 

benefits of SFT may help convince hesitant farmers (Hüttel et al., 2020). Tailoring farmer support 
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strategies according to the heterogeneity identified in this sample may accelerate the diffusion of 

environmentally and societally conducive SFT among innovative, knowledgeable farmers where it is 

most likely to happen (Dessart et al., 2019). The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the 

next section, research hypotheses based on the TPB and the extension of the framework are derived. 

This is followed by the description of survey design and sample statistics. Subsequently, the results are 

presented before the article concludes with a discussion of the limitations and the outlook for future 

research.  

Theoretical framework 

The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) is a psychological framework that draws on three 

behavioral constructs – attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control – to predict subjects’ 

intention and actual implementation of a certain behavior. The attitude represents the degree to which 

the behavior under consideration is perceived as desirable, beneficial or useful for the individual, 

subjective norms represent social influences or pressures affecting the individual regarding the given 

behavior, and perceived behavioral control represents an individual’s own perceived capabilities and 

control to perform a certain action. More favorable attitude, subjective norms and perceived control 

over the behavior are assumed to lead to a higher intention towards the behavior in question (Ajzen, 

1991). Based on the TPB, the following three hypotheses are formulated: 

H1: A favorable attitude towards using spot spraying for weed management has a positive effect on the 

intention to use spot spraying. 

H2: Subjective norms that are in favor of using spot spraying have a positive effect on the intention to 

use spot spraying for weed management. 

H3: A high level of perceived behavioral control with respect to using spot spraying has a positive 

effect on the intention to use spot spraying. 

The TPB has frequently been applied to the context of sustainable agricultural innovations and practices 

(Sok et al., 2021). Nevertheless, its three constructs may in some cases be insufficient to explain 

behavior under consideration (Sniehotta et al., 2014). Formulating additional constructs is explicitly 

considered as an option (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010) as it may increase model predictive accuracy (Sok et 

al., 2021). Three additional constructs are suggested to capture the factors relevant for explaining 

farmers’ intention to use spot spraying.  

According to Rogers' (1983) seminal Theory of Diffusion of Innovations, individuals who try and 

implement (technological) innovations at early stages are described as venturous, uncertainty-loving, 

and keen to gather information on latest technological gadgets which, if evaluated positively, results in 

a positive attitude towards a particular innovation. Several studies on digital farming technology 

adoption have used the concept of farmers’ innovativeness as an explanatory behavioral measure in 
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different conceptual setups. For example, Michels, Fecke et al. (2020) and Aubert et al. (2012) found a 

small but positive direct associations between farmers’ innovativeness and smart phone ownership and 

adoption of precision farming tools, respectively. However, a significant effect of personal 

innovativeness could not be confirmed in Beza et al. (2018) for the case of farmers’ intention to use 

SMS for agricultural services and Barnes et al. (2019a) found innovativeness to be a significant 

determinant for variable rate nitrogen fertilizer technology only for those farmers who had previously 

adopted a machine guidance technology. Arguably, although being generally innovative and interested 

in technological developments, a direct effect on adoption intention of new technologies may not be 

detectable. When technologies are still at prototype level, potential adopters might delay adoption 

expecting to see further maturation of the technology which they, in principle, evaluate as beneficial for 

their farm (Reichardt & Jürgens, 2009). It is, therefore, intuitive to assume that the effect of farmers’ 

innovativeness impacts intended adoption in an indirect way. Mohr and Kühl (2021) find personal 

innovativeness to be mediated by use attitudes and control believes regarding the acceptance of 

agricultural AI technologies. These considerations justify hypothesis four: 

H4: A high level of personal innovativeness has a positive effect on the attitude towards using spot 

spraying for weed management. 

The TPB captures the effect of subjective norms on individuals’ intentions but personal norms and 

values are underrepresented (Ajzen, 1991). According to Dessart et al. (2019), individual environmental 

concern is a dispositional behavioral determinant influencing all of a farmer’s decisions. Potential 

(environmental) consequences of future decisions are evaluated accordingly such that any action in 

favor of one’s pro-environmental values creates a satisfactory feeling about oneself, a reduced feeling 

of guilt (Andreoni, 1990), and mitigate cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 2009). Farmers may therefore 

assess practices or technologies which enable them to act in line with their environmental preferences 

more positively and subsequently show higher inclination to adopt them. Most identified publications 

assessing farmers’ environmental concerns focus on the adoption of organic farming. For example, 

Toma and Mathijs (2007) found environmental concern to be a direct antecedent of Romanian farmers’ 

willingness to participate in organic farming programs. Moreover, Läpple (2010) assessed Irish farmers’ 

organic farming adoption behavior according to the timing of adoption and showed that higher 

environmental concerns were a relevant predictor of adoption, irrespective of being among early or late 

adopters. As exemplified, most research regarding environmental concerns assumed a direct 

relationship to adoption behavior finding mostly unambiguous positive effect relationships. However, 

the present study is concerned with the less researched relation between farmers’ environmental attitude 

and the evaluation of an environmentally beneficial technology. Best (2010) studied the effect of 

German farmers’ environmental concern on opinion towards organic farming pertaining to the 

subsequent likelihood to adopt it. They find that a favorable environmental attitude is associated with a 
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higher evaluation of organic farming, leading to a higher adoption likelihood. Along these lines, the 

fifth hypothesis is formulated accordingly. 

H5: A favorable environmental attitude has a positive effect on the attitude towards using spot 

spraying for weed management. 

In addition, moral norms represent an individual’s personal value compass, perceived responsibilities 

or obligations regarding certain behaviors (Schwartz, 1977). They are based on the evaluation of 

potential consequences of one’s own actions (Arvola et al., 2008) and span a range of behaviors rather 

than individual actions (Dessart et al., 2019). Since the merits of sustainable farming practices transcend 

field boundaries in a public good character, moral norms may capture what a good farmer ought to do 

according to her self-image within society. Exemplary empirical studies finding relevant effects of 

moral norms to determine intended eco-friendly behavior focused on waste reduction (Li et al., 2018; 

Wang et al., 2020), purchase of electric cars (Wang et al., 2016) or organic food (Thogersen & Olander, 

2006). In the agricultural context, Karimi and Saghaleini (2021) found moral norms to indirectly 

determine the intention to conserve range lands via attitude. Rezaei et al. (2019) found personal norms 

to be a positive direct determinant of Iranian farmers to aspire to implement integrated pest management 

and in Bagheri et al. (2019), favorable moral norms significantly reduced Iranian farmers’ intention to 

use pesticides, directly and indirectly. Clearly, depending on the context, moral obligations seem to play 

a role for behavioral intentions. Therefore, the inclusion of a moral norms construct into the conceptual 

model is proposed and respective hypotheses are formulated. 

H6a: Perceived moral norms that are in favor of using spot spraying have a positive effect the intention 

to use spot spraying. 

H6b: Perceived moral norms that are in favor of using spot spraying have a positive effect on the attitude 

towards using spot spraying for weed management. 

Fig. 1 presets the structural model and the seven related hypotheses regarding farmers’ intention to us 

spot spraying. 

Fig. 1 Adapted research model based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991) 
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Data 

Questionnaire and behavioral constructs 

The target group consists of conventional arable crop farmers in Germany. The online survey was 

distributed via email in several German federal states through multiple channels. The survey was 

initialized by two questions regarding participants’ prior knowledge and use regarding smart farming 

in general and spot spraying in particular. Subsequently and disregarding if participants indicated prior 

exposure to spot spraying or not, an informational text about the functionality of spot spraying was 

given to create a common knowledge background. The next section contained the set of item questions 

representing the seven latent constructs of the research model. For the formulation of indicator 

questions, validated scales from previous literature were used in order to guarantee robust construct 

measurement. Moreover, in adapting the indicators to the context of the study in line with the 

hypotheses, it was adhered to the principles of construct and scale compatibility whenever possible (Sok 

et al., 2021). Specifically, the behavior was framed regarding the specific action, time period and 

context and indicators were operationalized via 7-point Likert scales (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). The 

questionnaire was pretested with 18 members (mostly active farmers) of the farmers representation of 

North Rhine-Westphalia upon which survey formulations were slightly adapted. The focal behavior 

referred to farmers’ intention to use spot spraying for herbicide-reduced weed management on parts of 

their own farmland within the next five years (INT) and the attitude construct depicted the extent to 

which participants perceived spot spraying to be beneficial to their farming business (AttSS). The 

subjective norms statements addressed the influence of significant professional individuals on 

participants’ spot spraying adoption decision (SN) and the item questions regarding perceived 

behavioral control covered the aspects of technological and intellectual resources, next to the power of 

decision (PBC). While pro-environmental attitude addressed farmers’ general intrinsic value compass 

towards the environment (AttEnv), moral norms investigated farmers’ self-concept and emotional 

associations with reduced herbicide application (MN), and personal innovativeness investigated aspects 

of farmers’ self-rated openness to and curiosity about technological innovations (PI). The survey 

concluded by asking participants a set of questions regarding their sociodemographic and farm 

background. 

Sample 

Data acquisition took place between February and April 2022. In order to find a medium-sized effect 

(Cohen’s f² of 0.3), an a-priori power analysis assuming a power level of 90%, a significance level of 

5%, and a set of 7 latent with a total of 23 observed (indicator) variables yielded a minimum sample 

size of 210 observations (Soper, 2023).  

The study was started by 713 participants. Participants who did not finish the study (n=332, dropout 

rate=45,4%) and who refused to consent to the use of their anonymized survey responses (n=3) were 
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filtered out. Since neither chemical usage and therefore nor spot spraying is applicable in organic 

farming, organic farmers were excluded from the sample (n=45) yielding the final data set of 333 

complete observations thereby exceeding the minimum required sample size (Table 1). 

Table 1 Sociodemographic and farm characteristics 

Variable Mean/share (SD) 

Age 43.3 (11.7) years 

Education 58% vocational training, state-approved/master’s certificate; 

37% bachelor/master degree; 

1.5% doctoral degree 

3% other 

Full-time farming 80% 

Family farm 92% 

Farm size  

0-5 

6-10 

11-20 

21-50 

51-100 

101-200 

> 200 

 

0.6% 

1.5% 

5.1% 

16% 

29% 

25% 

23% 

Experience with smart farming technologies 31% 

Knowledge of spot spraying technology 35% 

N=333 

The authors acknowledge the presence of potential selection bias resulting from the online mode of 

survey distribution and participation, the selected distribution channels and the topic of the survey 

which may have been of varying interest to the addressed farmer population. The data set may therefore 

be considered a convenience sample (cf. Hüttel et al., 2020). With 43.3 years of age, the average 

participant is approximately ten years below the German average and with 80%, the share of full-time 

farmers in the sample is about twice as large compared to the underlying population. With 48% 

participants cultivating 101 hectares or more, the sample overrepresents the German average of 63.2 

hectare per farm. This observation becomes even more emphasized by the fact that around 90% of the 

sample was collected in the federal states of North Rhine-Westphalia, Bavaria, Baden-Wuerttemberg 

and Lower Saxony where average farm sizes are 43.8, 36.0, 36.6, and 72.7 hectares, respectively. 

However, with 92% family-owned farms the sample is well representative of the German average 

(86,7%). Lastly, with about 40% of participants carrying at least a bachelor degree, the sample achieves 

an above average level of education. In essence, the sample is biased towards younger, well-educated 

farmers that operate disproportionately large farms. Together with the fact that 31% (35%) of 

participants have prior knowledge of smart farming technologies (spot spraying in particular), the 

sample renders itself especially interesting to study the adoption intention of innovative venturous 

farmers (Tamirat et al., 2017). 

Analysis 

For the analysis of this study, structural equation modeling (SEM) was applied, an estimation approach 

for simultaneous estimation of multiple regressions to assess the effects of several exogenous 
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(independent) variables on a set of endogenous (dependent) variables (Hair et al., 2019). Specifically, 

partial least squares (PLS) SEM was used, a non-parametric variance-based estimation strategy that 

maximizes the explained variance in endogenous variables (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). PLS allows 

researchers to extend existing theoretical frameworks and derive model-based predictions (Hair, 

Matthews et al., 2017). This renders this method particularly useful to formulate recommendations for 

practitioners (Hair et al., 2021) and since no assumptions regarding the distribution of the data (e.g. 

normality) need to be met, PLS provides high flexibility (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). In a first step, SEM 

encompasses the measurement of theoretical constructs (measurement model) among which, in a 

second step, relationships are estimated (structural model). The constructs used in SEM are latent 

(unobservable) by nature and are therefore measured indirectly by sets of observable indicators 

(attitudinal statements) that hold as a proxies for the underlying constructs (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). 

Reflectively measured constructs are composed of items which are assumed to stem from the same 

underlying theoretical domain. The items are interchangeable, leaving out one indicator does not 

substantially change the construct, and the direction of the relationship goes from the construct to the 

indicators (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). The items of formatively measured constructs are assumed to cover 

different aspects of the same theoretical field and are not interchangeable. Leaving out one item can 

substantially change the meaning of the construct and the relationship goes from the items to the 

constructs (Hair, Hult et al., 2017).  

Measurement model evaluation 

For the evaluation of the PLS SEM, it was proceeded in two steps as proposed by Hair et al. (2021). 

First, the measurement model was assessed for a set of reliability and validity criteria followed by the 

structural model assessment and testing of hypothesis.1 Reflectively measured constructs were 

evaluated for indicator reliability, internal consistency reliability, convergent validity and discriminant 

validity (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). Indicator reliability describes how much of each indicator’s variance 

is captured by its construct with a threshold value for the standardized loadings of >0.708. Internal 

consistency reliability, the degree to which indicators measuring the same construct are related with 

each other, was tested via a composite reliability (CR) criterion with a threshold level of 0.7. To assess 

convergent validity, i.e., the magnitude of variance of each indicator captured by its respective 

construct, was assessed via the average variance extracted (AVE) with a minimum reference value of 

0.5. Finally, to assess whether hypothetical constructs were empirically distinct from one another 

(discriminant validity) the heterotrait-monotrait ratio was assessed (Henseler et al., 2015) that should 

be below 0.85. The assessment of the data based on the discussed criteria reveals very high composite 

reliability values (>0.95) for constructs INT, AttSS, AttEnv and SN suggesting redundancy among 

items potentially causing undue correlation of items’ error terms (Hair et al., 2021). After deleting one 

                                                           
1 All analysis steps were performed in R using the package “seminr”. 
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item of each problematic construct all discussed reflective measurement model evaluation criteria are 

met (Table 2 and Table 3).  

Table 2 Reflective constructs: descriptive statistics, indicator reliability, internal consistency reliability and convergent 

validity 

Construct Statement Mean (SD) Loadinga 

Intention to adopt spot spraying (CR=0.929, AVE=0.934) 

INT_1 I will try to use spot spraying as a weeding method on parts of the acreage 

currently under cereal or root crops cultivation within the next five years.  

3.34 (1.90) 0.967*** 

INT_2 I intend to use spot spraying as a weeding method on parts of the acreage 

currently under cereal or root crops cultivation within the next five years. 

3.13 (1.88) 0.966*** 

Attitude towards spot spraying (CR=0.89, AVE=0.889) 

AttSS_1 I think that the use of a spot spraying technology for weed management can 

increase profitability of my farm. 

4.24 (1.80) 0.934*** 

AttSS_2 I think that the use of spot spraying technology for weed control can be 

advantageous for my farm. 

4.40 (1.78) 0.952*** 

Pro-environmental attitude (CR=0.892, AVE=0.81) 

AttEnv_2 Respecting the earth: harmony with other species. 6.00 (1.13) 0.911*** 

AttEnv_3 Unity with nature: fitting into nature. 5.74 (1.32) 0.898*** 

AttEnv_4 Protecting the environment: preserving nature. 6.01 (1.97) 0.891*** 

Subjective norms (CR=0.928, AVE=0.933) 

SN_1 People who are important to me regarding my business decisions on farm 

think that I should use spot spraying technology.  

3.12 (1.75) 0.966*** 

SN_2 People who influence my business decisions on farm think that I should 

use spot spraying technology. 

3.15 (1.79) 0.966*** 

Moral norms (CR=0.885, AVE=0.81) 

MN_1 I would feel guilty if I did not try to reduce the applied amounts of 

herbicides on my fields in order to protect the environment and strengthen 

biodiversity. 

4.47 (1.99) 0.864*** 

MN_2 When I reduce the amounts of applied herbicides on my fields to protect 

the environment and strengthen biodiversity I feel like a better farmer. 

5.37 (1.68) 0.917*** 

MN_3 I feel morally obliged to reduce the amounts of applied herbicides on my 

fields in order to save the environment and strengthen biodiversity. 

4.98 (1.88) 0.917*** 

Personal innovativeness (CR=0.854, AVE=0.692) 

PI_1 I am generally very curious about how new technologies work. 5.89 (1.11) 0.828*** 

PI_2 I often research information on new technologies (magazines, internet, 

technology experts etc.). 

5.29 (1.48) 0.834*** 

PI_3 I like to try out/experiment with new technology. 4.95 (1.56) 0.856*** 

PI_4 I like to be around colleagues who experiment with new technologies. 5.11 (1.51) 0.808*** 

Threshold values: loadings>0.708, CR>0.7, AVE>05 
a Significance code: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

N=333 

Table 3 Reflective constructs: discriminant validity 

 AttSS SN PI AttEnv MN 

AttSS      

SN 0.676     

PI 0.296 0.278    

AttEnv 0.204 0.193 0.381   

MN 0.465 0.422 0.315 0.548  

INT 0.701 0.7 0.392 0.263 0.451 

Threshold value for HTMT<0.85 

AttSS Attitude towards sport spraying, SN subjective norms, 

PI personal innovativeness, AttEnv pro-environmental attitude 

MN moral norms, Int Intention 

N=333 
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To the remaining (formatively measured) construct PBC, similar criteria were applied, i.e., indicator 

collinearity and the significance and relevance of indicator weight and loadings were evaluated (Hair, 

Hult et al., 2017). High correlation between indicators of formative constructs increases the standard 

errors of indicator weights which may cause imprecise or incorrect estimation, and unexpected sign 

changes thereof (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). This was tested via the variance inflation factors (VIF) for the 

set of PBC items with acceptable values below 5. Subsequently, indicator weights, loadings and their 

significance were inspected for relative and absolute item importance. While the VIFs for all PBC items 

lie within the acceptable range, the weight of two items are insignificant. However, in line with Hair et 

al. (2021) a subsequent inspection of respective loadings and their significance yielded acceptable 

results, thus, all PBC items were retained in the data (Table 4). 

Table 4 Formative constructs: descriptive statistics, indicator collinearity, weights and loadings 

Construct Statement Mean 

(SD) 

VIF Weighta Loadinga 

Perceived behavioral control 

PBC_1 I have sufficient knowledge and skills to implement spot spraying 

technology on my farm. 

4.16 

(2.05) 

1.496 -0.022 0.539*** 

PBC_2 The decision to implement spot spraying technology on my farm 

is under my control. 

5.57 

(1.71) 

1.085 -0.008 0.227*** 

PBC_3 I have sufficient technical resources and time to implement spot 

spraying technology on my farm. 

3.50 

(1.84) 

1.486 1.003*** 0.988*** 

Threshold values: VIF<5 
a Significance code: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

N=333 

Results of the measurement model evaluation presented above are proof of the reliability and validity 

of the outer model permitting to proceed with the inner model evaluation. 

Structural model evaluation and testing of hypotheses 

As the first step in the structural model evaluation, multicollinearity among endogenous variables was 

checked via the VIFs and a respective threshold level of 5 (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). With all VIFs ranging 

between 1.148 and 1.719, no issues of multicollinearity are present. Next, the R² and Stone-Geisser 

criterion Q² for both endogenous variables were calculated to assess the model’s total variance 

explained (in-sample predictive power) and out-of-sample predictive relevance, respectively (Hair, Hult 

et al., 2017). The latter was calculated in an iterative blindfolding procedure with an omission distance 

of ten. With an R² of 0.56 on INT, the main inner model has moderate in-sample predictive accuracy 

and a Q² larger than zero (0.468) indicates that the model has relevant out-of-sample predictive power 

(Hair, Hult et al., 2017), allowing to analyze the structural paths and to test the hypotheses (Table 5). 

Since the PLS approach does not assume normality of data, a bootstrapping procedure with 10,000 

iterations was applied to derive t-values used to investigate significance of standardized beta 

coefficients (Hair, Hult et al., 2017). 
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Table 5 Estimation results of the extended TPB model 

Path Hypothesis Standardized path coefficienta t-statisticb Hypothesis supported 

AttSS → INT H1 0.322*** 6.058 Yes 

SN → INT H2 0.345*** 5.966 Yes 

PBC → INT H3 0.200*** 4.498 Yes 

PI → AttSS H4 0.171*** 3.181 Yes 

AttEnv → AttSS H5 -0.066 -1.083 No 

MN → INT H6a 0.094* 6.948 Yes 

MN → AttSS H6b 0.398*** 2.258 yes 

AttSS Attitude towards sport spraying, SN subjective norms, PI personal innovativeness, AttEnv pro-environmental attitude, 

MN moral norms, Int Intention 

INT (R²=0.558, Q²=0.468), AttSS (R²=0.196, Q²=0.175) 

a Significance code: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 
b Based on bootstrapping procedure with 10,000 resamples 

N=333 

Significant empirical evidence is found for all pre-registered hypotheses but for H5. Specifically, a 

statistically highly significant path coefficient (0.322) supports H1 that a positive attitude towards spot 

spraying is associated with a higher intention to adopt it. Comparable in magnitude (0.345) and 

significance, favorable subjective norms have a positive effect on adoption intention (H2). Moreover, a 

significant coefficient of 0.2 supports H3, i.e., higher perceived behavioral control has a positive effect 

on intention. Thus, all three constructs of the TPB are highly relevant in explaining spot spraying 

adoption intention in this sample.2 Additionally, a statistically significant positive relationship between 

PI and AttSS is found (0.171), i.e., farmers who perceive themselves as more innovative evaluate spot 

spraying more positively (H4). However, no support is found for hypothesis H5, i.e., higher levels of 

pro-environmental attitude are not associated with higher attitude towards spot spraying. Both 

hypotheses regarding moral norms are supported. While the coefficient between MN and INT is 

relatively small (0.094) but significant at the 10% level (H6a), the path coefficient between MN and 

AttSS is highly significant. With a magnitude of 0.398, it is more than twice as large as that of PI to 

AttSS. In addition, the indirect effect of MN on the INT and a potential mediating effect were tested. 

The indirect effect of MN on INT through AttSS has a magnitude of 0.128 and is highly significant. 

Considering the statistically significant direct effect of MN on INT (H6a), evidence for complementary 

mediation via AttSS is found with a total highly significant effect of 0.222. 

Exploratory analysis 

Following (Beza et al., 2018), multi-group analysis was performed. Specifically, the sample was divided 

into farmers who had (had no) prior knowledge or experience with SFT (ExpSFT). Subsequently, the 

research model (Fig. 1) was rerun to identify potential systematic differences in path coefficients. 

Asterisks in columns two and three in Table 6 indicate the significance of path coefficients for the 

respective subsample and the p-values in column four indicate the p-values from testing for significant 

differences between the path coefficients across groups. Analyzing path significances and magnitudes 

next to R² and Q² in the subsamples shows that results from the full sample (Table 5) are largely 

                                                           
2 Supplementary analysis results for the baseline TPB model are available upon request. 
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reproduced. Comparing subsamples to each other reveals three aspects of interest. First, the effect of 

SN on INT in group 2 is almost twice as large and highly significant compared to group 1 while, second, 

the effect of PBC on INT is more than twice as large in group 1 and statistically different. Third, the 

effect of MN in group 1 is approximately six times larger and statistically highly significant compared 

to group 2. Moreover, a p-value of 0.01 renders this group difference statistically highly significant. 

Table 6 Multi-group analysis based on SFT knowledge indicator variable 

Path 
Standardized path coefficienta 

p-value 
Group 1 (ExpSFT=1) Group 2 (ExpSFT=0) 

AttSS → INT 0.350*** 0.312*** 0.270 

SN → INT 0.231* 0.400*** 0.960 

PBC → INT 0.301*** 0.145** 0.020 

PI → AttSS 0.165* 0.123* 0.290 

AttEnv → AttSS -0.096 -0.068 0.610 

MN → INT 0.211*** 0.035 0.010 

MN → AttSS 0.356*** 0.445*** 0.910 

N 103 230 - 

AttSS Attitude towards sport spraying, SN subjective norms, PI personal innovativeness, AttEnv pro-environmental attitude, 

MN moral norms, Int Intention, ExpSFT prior knowledge of/experience with/use of smart farming technology 

INTExpSFT=1 (R²=0.640, Q²=0.424), AttSSExpSFT=1 (R²=0.164, Q²=0.181), INTExpSFT=0 (R²=0.521, Q²=0.486), AttSSExpSFT=0 

(R²=0.209, Q²=0.091) 
a Significance code for path coefficient of subsamples: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

To further characterize farmers with and without prior exposition to SFT, sociodemographic and farm 

structural variables were examined. On average, farmers with prior SFT experience are slightly younger 

and have less practical farming experience (p<0.1). Most importantly though, farmers with SFT 

experience have a larger share of higher secondary and academic degrees indicating an on average 

significantly (p<0.001) higher level of education. Lastly, among experienced farmers a significantly 

(p<0.001) larger share is working in a farming business other than a family farm, i.e., a cooperative. In 

a next step, the grouping variable ExpSFT was assessed econometrically. A probit regression was 

estimated to examine the association of the set of collected control variables with participants’ 

probability to have acquired prior knowledge or experience with smart farming technologies. Two 

determinants are statistically significantly associated with ExpSFT. Having acquired higher secondary 

education and managing a cooperative is associated with increased probability of prior knowledge and 

experience with SFT of 14,4 and 36.7 percentage points, respectively, thereby confirming the findings 

from the previous comparison of descriptives across groups. 

Discussion 

SFT tailor agricultural practices to individual plants which is discussed to be a paradigm shift in modern 

agriculture (Lindblom et al., 2017) since this has both economic and environmental potential. However, 

farmers are yet hesitant to adopt SFT leaving this potential widely unexploited. This study assessed 

adoption intentions of spot spraying, a sustainable weeding technology, in a sample of German crop 

farmers through a behavioral lens. With sufficient in-sample and out-of-sample predictive power, 

adoption intention is well explained by the exogenous constructs. Specifically, all baseline model path 
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coefficients are economically and statistically significant thereby reconfirming the adequacy of the TPB 

for agricultural innovation adoption (cf. Sok et al., 2021). Coefficients of AttSS and especially SN are 

somewhat larger in magnitude than that of PBC emphasizing that the higher potential users and relevant 

others evaluate spot spraying the higher the adoption intention will be. Findings for AttSS are in line 

with previous studies highlighting the importance of the attitude towards a behavior for the cases of 

integrated pest management (Rezaei et al., 2019), field robots (Rübcke von Veltheim & Heise, 2021) 

and smart phone app use in farming (Michels, Bonke, & Musshoff, 2020). The AttSS construct 

consisted of somewhat economically framed statements suggesting that farmers who primarily believe 

spot spraying to be profitability increasing have higher adoption intentions thereof (cf. Barnes et al., 

2019a; Pierpaoli et al., 2013). Similarly, the findings for SN, the strongest direct determinant of INT, 

reinforce previous research on the adoption of digital farming technology identifying relevant 

professional others as important influences on intention (Hüttel et al., 2020; Michels, Bonke, & 

Musshoff, 2020). The results for PBC are backed up by a similar body of literature, however, technical 

knowhow and being in control of the adoption decision are of minor relevance here. The most relevant 

item is the availability of sufficient time and technical resources to implement spot spraying (PBC_3) 

suggesting that operators of farms with higher digitalization standards and staff availability have a 

higher inclination to adopt sport spraying. 

In assessing potential antecedents of AttSS, an insignificant, negative and small effect of AttEnv is 

surprising. Pro-environmental attitude is assumed a dispositional behavioral determinant, a guiding 

principle overarching managerial decision (Dessart et al., 2019). This should therefore manifest in 

higher attitudes towards spot spraying and thereby indirectly raise adoption intention (Best, 2010). It 

may be that, despite high average values for all AttEnv items (Table 2), farmers in the present sample 

did not associate spot spraying with the outlined environmental benefits but with a complex innovation 

which requires the acquisition of new skills and knowledge (cf. Toma et al., 2018). This is supported 

by the significant, positive effect of PI, i.e., more innovative farmers evaluate spot spraying more 

positively. This points to the importance of access and options to communicate knowledge and 

experiences with SFT (Mohr & Kühl, 2021). Lastly, the effect of MN on AttSS is twice as large 

compared to PI. As for AttEnv, moral concerns are assumed to encompass farmers behavior more 

generally (Dessart et al., 2019), i.e., farmers who feel strong moral obligations to behave in certain ways 

show higher tendencies in expedient attitudes and behaviors. Finding significant direct and indirect 

effects of MN on INT yield evidence for this connection in the present sample. 

In addition to the direct effect of farmers’ innovativeness and more positive evaluations of spot 

spraying, multi-group analysis based on prior knowledge and experience with SFT, reveals interesting 

details. Most importantly, for knowledgeable farmers the coefficients of perceived behavioral control, 

attitude towards spot spraying and especially moral norms are more pronounced. This supports the 

notion that access to information sources strengthens farmers’ opinions of and confidence to use novel 
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technologies (Toma et al., 2018) and may heighten farmers perceived ease of using digital technologies 

(Aubert et al., 2012). Moreover, the significant direct effect of MN suggests that farmers consider spot 

spraying technology a viable option to comply with their moral obligation to reduce herbicide 

application on their land for wider environmental benefits. By contrast, the effect of SN on INT is 

almost twice as large for farmers without prior exposure to SFT highlighting the relative impact of 

colleagues’ opinions for the adoption intention of unfamiliar technologies. Subsequent inspection of 

sociodemographic characteristics showed that individuals with SFT experience are slightly younger and 

well-educated operators, a finding backed up by antecedent literature (e.g. Aubert et al., 2012; Kutter 

et al., 2011). Farmers with higher (academic) education are more experienced with using and 

synthesizing multiple digital information sources (Reichardt & Jürgens, 2009) which translates in 

higher digital literacy, a relevant skill when familiarizing with new farming technology (Pierpaoli et al., 

2013). Moreover, higher levels of education lead to an improved understanding of the environmental 

impacts of agrochemical usage which may in part explain the pronounced effect of MN on INT in this 

subsample. Lastly, knowledgeable farmers originated from a slightly higher share of corporately 

organized businesses. This is also reflected in the stronger coefficient of PBC which was mainly 

determined by more abundant technical and time resources. 

Findings of this study have several implications for stakeholders inside and outside of policy as they 

contribute to the debate of exploiting behavioral insights to bolsters the voluntary uptake of sustainable 

farming technologies. To form an opinion and the subsequent adoption decision of specific SFT, 

farmers require easy access to useful and trustworthy information sources (Toma et al., 2018). Potential 

reservations about SFT caused by a lack of knowledge or concerns about system complexity may be 

reduced through governmental informational campaigns, private consultations and distribution of 

knowledge via farmer unions and agricultural chambers to emphasize not only the anticipated benefits 

to profitability but also to reinforce the association of SFT with their environmental benefits due to high 

chemical savings (Kutter et al., 2011). This may spark the interest of a wider group of potential adopters. 

Moreover, initial investment costs prevent small, less capital abundant farms from experimenting with 

novel technologies. Supported by governmental subsidies, technology companies could offer trialing 

periods, trainings and technical support to raise adoption intentions of smaller, less affluent farming 

businesses (Barnes et al., 2019b). Additionally, arrangements among adjacent farmers to collectively 

invest in and share SFT could further help to overcome financial barriers, promote accumulation and 

exchange of experiences (Blasch et al., 2020) and utilize the full capacity of the technologies. This 

could create a collaborative atmosphere in which social learning regarding pro-environmental behavior 

occurs among like-minded farmers leading to higher inclination towards voluntary adoption (Dessart et 

al., 2019). Lastly, identifying especially innovative young farmers, as was done here, may motivate the 

implementation of spatially coordinated policy schemes. Specifically, including farmers in agri-

environmental governance tasks on the local level can increase cooperation among farmers with respect 
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to sustainable land management practices in a bottom-up approach (Westerink et al., 2017). If combined 

with financial incentives payed conditional upon reaching a minimum collective engagement in a given 

area (Kuhfuss et al., 2016), more farmers may voluntarily try SFT.  

Conclusion and outlook 

SFT are complex to use and to implement. Their adoption may fundamentally alter managerial 

processes on farm and it appears all the more timely to develop a holistic understanding of innovation 

drivers and barriers (Aubert et al., 2012). This study highlights the impact of the opinions of farmers’ 

professional environment and the personal moral compass on forming the adoption intention and 

respective attitude towards spot spraying. Facilitated access to multiple channels of information about 

the economic and environmental potential complemented with government-funded educational 

campaigns demonstrating the implementation and handling of SFT could raise positive perceptions 

towards SFT. Moreover, led by well-educated, young and innovative operators low-threshold options 

to exchange experiences and independently experiment and share innovations on communal level may 

help to convince more farmers that SFT are a viable option for technology-based sustainable 

intensification of modern agricultural production. 

In light of several limitations in this study, recommendations for future research are proposed. The 

proposed model extensions did not substantially increase the predictive power of the baseline TPB. 

However, the relative importance of determinants of the attitude towards spot spraying could be 

identified with the effect of moral norms being more than twice as large as personal innovativeness. 

Since there exists no perfect behavioral model, future studies should continue to test model extensions 

to adequately depict specific adoption contexts. Moreover, adoption of SFT is no one-time decision but 

occurs in consecutive steps (Aubert et al., 2012; Barnes et al., 2019a) or bundles (Miller et al., 2019). 

Future behavioral research should consider this continuum of digitalization and should continue to 

control for farmers’ prior experience with SFT to and technological status quo. Using subjective 

attitudinal measures limits the generalizability of findings. However, since this research is motivated 

by a lack of behavioral insights in the SFT adoption literature and application thereof in respective 

policy, this aspect represents a contribution. Moreover, despite concerns of selection bias inherent to 

the non-representative convenience sample, survey participants may represent an innovative farmer 

cohort of curious, venturous early adopters (Rogers, 1983) among which SFT adoption is most likely 

to happen. As discussed, when addressed with enabling policy strategies, they may act as role models 

for technology-based ways of sustainable farming, raise local awareness and accelerate the diffusion of 

SFT within their professional environment (Blasch et al., 2020). Regarding the identification and 

operationalization of constructs of behavioral constructs, it was relied on theoretical and empirical 

literature. Future studies should conduct focus group discussions and pilot studies to capture and pretest 

the relevance of additional items within behavioral constructs or additional dimensions of the wider 
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adoption context (Sok et al., 2021). In this vein, perceived technological complexities and agricultural 

policy barriers (Kernecker et al., 2020; Reichardt & Jürgens, 2009) could be implemented in 

comprehensive behavioral models. As SFT are increasingly commercially available and adopted, 

specific characteristics become observable. Although it was outside the scope of the present study, 

future work should assess the interplay of more specific attributes and behavioral determinants, and 

further assess how adoption intentions manifest in actual, i.e., observed behavior. This may yield an 

additional starting point for policy development and eventually lower the entry barriers for farmers with 

favorable attitudes to try out new smart technologies.  
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